Teachers’ notes

Find out which animals are dinner and which are dangerous from their footprints.
Find all the footprints around the house
and draw a line to match them to the
right animal.

Most stone age art that survives is of
animals. Draw a line to match the right
animal to the right cave painting?

Become a stone age tracker!
Find out which animals are dinner and which are dangerous from their footprints.

Of course, during the stone age there were no shops or supermarkets. If you wanted to
eat something, you just had to take it from nature. That’s OK for plants, they don’t move;
but how would you know where the animals were? How would you know whether to hunt
them or stay clear away because they were far too dangerous?

Reindeer

Woolly Mammoth

Become a stone age tracker to find out!


Before starting this trail, look at the animals on the stone age tracker sheet. Ask
your group of children which animals they think were too dangerous to hunt and why
they think that. You will find out if you’re right as you do the trail.



Then discuss which animals they think were a stone age persons dinner and why?



Even the animals stone age people hunted for food were hard to get. Look at their
defensive features - how would they have defended themselves? What do you
think stone age people did to get around these features?

Woolly Rhino

Hyena

Answer: they used stone weapons, thought out a plan of attack and worked as
a team - so they could trap animals and attack them from all sides.
Animal

Defensive features

Reindeer

Antlers and fast runner.

Woolly mammoth

HUGE and HEAVY! with tusks

Woolly rhino

BIG and HEAVY! With sharp horns

Hyena

Very quick, very smart, sharp teeth and claws

Horse

Very quick with a nasty kick

Cave bear

BIG with sharp teeth and claws

Cave lion

BIG with sharper teeth and claws

Auroch

Slower with sharp horns

Horse

Cave bear

Cave lion

Let’s see if you all had the right answers - make your way over to the historic house and
look out for A5 footprints. Good luck.
Please remember to keep your group with you at all times and respect the historic house
and furniture. Please, no running in the house, even if you are very enthusiastic!

Auroch
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Animals
Woolly Mammoth
(think Manny in the Ice Age films)

Teachers’ notes

The size of the tooth shows how
large they were. The shape of the
tooth shows it was a grass eater - a
herbivore
Mammoths are like elephants with
long hair. The hair tells us that it
could live in cold climates

Mammoth Tooth
Does your group know what a mammoth is?

Giant Shark—Magalodon
This is a Magalodon tooth
The size of this tooth compared to the others around it shows it
come from a giant prehistoric shark called a Magalodon.

Shark’sTooth
Does your group know what a shark is?

Tool kit
The shape and position of the sharp edges are the key
Bronze Age
Making the new metal tools needed know-how that only a few
people had and it long process. This made metal tools really
Expensive, so this latest technology was used as a symbol of
wealth and power

Axe heads

Making sense of the past
This is a really good activity to get your group’s imaginations going.
Hall Place would have been a really good place to live during the warmer periods of the Stone Age. It would have had:

River water to drink

The river would have fish and attract animals and birds (drinking the water) just as it does today. These animals and birds would provide food and the skins of larger ones would provide clothes

Plants grow well here, so there would have been plenty to eat including fruit and nuts

There would have been plenty of trees to build shelters

This area is a rich source of flint for tools- as the huge amount of flint in the house walls shows
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